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INTRAVAL

TEST CASE 6 - SYNTHETIC MIGRATION EXPERIMENT

1. INTRODUCTION

This document identifies the problem statement and
interpretation for INTRAVAL Case 6, which deals with the
modeling of hydraulic and tracer migration tests at a
synthetic site. It covers the conceptualization of the
synthetic site, the generation of the synthetic geosphere,
the generation of data from the synthetic geosphere and the
interpretation of the data by the modeling teams.

This problem was developed by the Pilot Team, a joint
effort of the USNRC (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission),
PNL (Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, USA), and
NAGRA (Nationale Genossenschaft fur die Lagerung
Radioactiver Abfalle, Switzerland). Model validation and
interpretation of results were developed by teams from the
USNRC, CNWRA (Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses,
USA) and ETH (Versuchsanstalt fur Wasserbau, Hydrologie und
Glaziologie, Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule, Zrich,
Switzerland).

The objective of this synthetic experiment was to help
improve understanding of the "identifiability problem" which
plays an important role in the validation process.
Identifying the correct processes and structure operative at
a site can be difficult because of the variability (both
spatial and temporal) in geometry, parameters, boundary
conditions, and competing processes (e.g., in the sense that
they produce similar effects in terms of observable
transport results). In turn, the variability problem leads
to the important and related issues of measurement scale,
sampling density and location, interpretation and interpola-
tion. These problems can be examined to some degree with
synthetic experiments.

Some of the techniques explored in Test Case 6 have
also been used in other INTRAVAL test cases. For example,
the KTH/SKI project team generated numerous synthetic
realities for three-dimensional fracture sets in Test Case 4
as a tool for interpreting the observed response of the
Stripa system (Hodgkinson, 1991). In Phase 2, the Center
for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA, USA) is
developing a highly detailed synthetic reality in three
dimensions for the Las Cruces trench experiment. These
applications however are only superficially like Test
Case 6. The application in Test Case 4 is similar in
concept to the conditional simulation approach presented
here in Section 3.2.3. The simulation of actual field
measurements from stress tests on the synthetic reality in
Test Case 6 makes the present application unique.
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The Pilot Team has developed a highly detailed,
realistic but synthetic geosphere whose geometry, processes
and parameter ranges have been conditioned in a broad sense
with both quantitative and qualitative data from a real-
world site, the Grimsel Rock Laboratory (NAGRA, 1985 and
Frick, 1988). A limited number of experiments, much like
those already performed and proposed for the Grimsel site,
were conducted through numerical simulations with the
synthetic geosphere. The project teams were provided with
hard (quantitative) data in the form of simulated measure-
ments from the numerical experiments and soft (qualitative)
information of the type used to design the numerical
experiments and condition the data sets used in the
synthetic geosphere. The Pilot Team attempted to supply
these descriptions and the data in a form and in quantities
equivalent to that which would be available at the real
site. Project teams were expected to treat this test case
like any other (real) experiment.

The synthetic migration experiment was performed in the
following steps:

* The "experimentalist" (i.e., modeler who exercised the
computer codes representing the synthetic geosphere)
generated a highly detailed field of synthetic hydrau-
lic and transport properties.

* The experimentalist generated a steady state field of
hydraulic heads by imposing boundary conditions and
solving the necessary differential equations in a very
fine grid. These models were also used to calculate the
steady state flows to or from boreholes and tunnels.
The steady state models were used to simulate the
transport of tracer either introduced passively or
under pressure in a dipole test.

The experimentalist performed a limited number of
simulated tests on the synthetic data base with a
transient hydraulic model to estimate the hydraulic
properties. Only data provided to the modelers (i.e.,
the persons charged with analyzing the data and
validating the models) from the indirect, simulated
sampling of the synthetic geosphere could be used, not
the synthetic data itself.

* The modeler calibrated the performance model with the
available hydraulic and transport data.

* The modeler computed the performance measure (the
breakthrough of tracer between boreholes and from
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boreholes to the experimental drift) and the confidence
in the result.

* The modeler recommended additional data to be collected
and repeated the previous two steps until satisfied
with the results.

* At the conclusion of the calibration and prediction
steps, the modeler compared the results of the predic-
tion to the "true" results calculated and supplied by
the pilot team using the complete synthetic geosphere.
The performance measures were quantitative (i.e.,
fraction of tracer breakthrough and median travel time)
and qualitative (i.e., shape) comparisons of the
modeled and measured tracer breakthrough curves. In
addition, the "true" transmissivities and heads were
compared in some cases to the transmissivity and head
fields estimated by the modelers.

The project teams used a variety of methods to analyze
the data, formulate models and validate them. Five
approaches were employed:

1. Potential flow modeling;
2. Finite difference modeling with kriged heads and

transmissivities;
3. Finite difference modeling with kriged heads and

conditional simulation using turning bands for transmi-
ssivity;

4. Finite difference modeling with manually adjusted
transmissivity zones;

5. Finite elements modeling with maximum likelihood
estimation of boundary heads and transmissivities at
pilot points; and

6. Finite element modeling with maximum likelihood
estimation of zoned transmissivities.

The first two approaches were straightforward estima-
tions using measured or interpreted values of model
parameters directly in a forward model. Approaches 3
through 6 were "inverse" models, where the model coeffi-
cients were adjusted on the basis of performance of the
model gaged by compliance with objective functions. Only
the first 3 approaches were carried through to completion in
terms of all validation runs, but partial results are
available for the other approaches.

Section 2 will describe the conceptual design of the
synthetic experiments and the collection of data. Sections
3 through 5 cover the efforts of the project teams. Section

3
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6 presents conclusions and recommendations for further
applications of synthetic experiments within the context of
INTRAVAL.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF SYNTHETIC EXPERIMENT

2.1 Site Description

The experimental design for the Grimsel Rock Laborato-
ry, on which the synthetic site was based, is illustrated in
Figs. 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. The location of the site in the
mountain is shown in a cross-sectional view in Fig.2.1. The
plane studied is an essentially vertical two dimensional
fracture. At this scale the tunnels and boreholes are not
individually discernible, but their effect on the potential
field were be taken into account with an approximate model.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the cross section of the
migration fracture on a scale of the individual tunnels.
Tunnels were assumed to be open to the atmosphere, and
therefore the hydraulic heads at their surfaces was equal to
their elevation.

Figure 2.3 shows the migration fracture on the scale of
the experimental shaft and individual boreholes. Pressures
and transmissivity values from single and multiple hole
tests were provided for boreholes at the locations shown in
this figure.

The site was synthetic, and therefore exists only as
mathematical concepts embodied in a set of computer
programs. The ability to construct a realistic synthetic
geosphere was limited by the understanding of physical
phenomena in the real world and the degree that the problem
can be represented and solved in a reasonable way on a
computer. In order to make this a tractable exercise, the
synthetic geosphere was restricted to a subset of a complete
reality. The synthetic experiments were not intended to
determine which laws are operative in nature. As a result
the laws that have been assumed to describe the various
mechanisms in the synthetic reality were spelled-out in
advance. Wherever possible, the laws of nature for the
synthetic geosphere were similar to laws that govern the
processes in the real world.

The assumptions, processes, and mathematical formula-
tions for the present project are:

* The entire modeled domain is two dimensional, in that
flow is considered to take place in a single fracture
plane.

* Advective flow in the fracture follows Darcy's Law:

5
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V - k PVh 2.1

where:

V = Darcy velocity, L/T]
k = permeability, [L]
p = density, M/L3J
g = gravitational constant, L/T2 ]
A = viscosity, M/L/T]
h = hydraulic head or potential, (L]

The mathematical equation that governs the calculation
of flow in the fracture plane is:

a (Th ) + T, ah Ha S ah (2.2)ax xax ay ~ay a

where:

TX = transmissivity in x direction at (x,y) L2/T]
T = transmissivity in y direction at (x,y) [L2/T]
q = flow source term at (x,y) [L/T]
S = storage coefficient

The pore velocity is the velocity at which inert, non-
diffusing tracer particles will move. The two compo-
nents were defined:

Tx 8h (2.3)
U ax

v- T4 ah (2.4)

ay
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where is the effective thickness of the fracture.
Transport was assumed to be dominated by flow in open
spaces rather than through porous media, and therefore
the effective thickness was proportional to the cube
root of the local transmissivity. One could not
assume, however, that flow occurred in a single smooth,
parallel fracture, so it would be inappropriate to
estimate effective thickness directly from transmissiv-
ity. There are no effects of density caused by
concentration or temperature gradients.

* Tracer moves strictly in the fracture plane. It does
not diffuse into the rock, nor is it retarded by
sorption.

* Tunnels and drifts were at atmospheric pressure, so
that the hydraulic head at this boundary was equal to
the elevation. The open boreholes were connected to
tubes whose outlets were at the center of the experi-
mental drift, which was defined as the zero datum. The
head in open boreholes was therefore zero.

* The hydraulic head of the land surface was equal to the
elevation relative to the center of the experimental
drift.

* There was no uncertainty in the measurements of head in
the boreholes, or flow from the boreholes and tunnels.

2.2 Generation of the Synthetic Geosphere

The synthetic geosphere was defined in terms of a large
two-dimensional array of transmissivities, effective
thicknesses, storage coefficients, sources and sinks, and
boundary conditions.

2.2.1 Transmissivity

Transmissivity for the synthetic migration experiment
was generated with a fractal surface generator, adjusted to
give values of mean, variance and spatial scale similar to
the observed data at the Grimsel site.

The synthetic geosphere was represented in three
increasingly detailed scales, called here GRIMO", "GRIM1"
and GRIM2", covering a scale from kilometers to centime-
ters, as shown in Figs. 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. Each
more-detailed region was imbedded within the less-detailed
regions.

7
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At the coarsest scale, GRIMO, the transmissivity was
uniform. The GRIMi and GRIM2 transmissivity fields were
spatially varying however. Spatially varying transmissivit-
ies were generated in an area 182 by 182 meters, correspond-
ing to the dimensions of the GRIMl region, with a grid
spacing of about 4.44 cm. There were 16.8 million (i.e.,
4097 x 4097) transmissivity values generated, although only
a small fraction of these values were actually used at any
given time in the calculations.

The successive random additions algorithm (Jeffery,
1987) was used for generating the fractal transmissivity
field. The algorithm begins with the 182 x 182 meter square
area, and successively divides the area into 4 smaller
squares, forming a new point in the middle of the subdivided
area. Transmissivity at each new point was interpolated
linearly from the surrounding points. A random displacement
was then added to each new and existing point. The
magnitude of this displacement was:

An_ r m Rn(2.5)An 22n R

where Var = the variance of the coarsest scale variations
chosen for the problem, n = the fineness of the current
level being computed, and = the fractal scaling factor,
chosen for the present case to be 0.7 because this value is
frequently used to generate profiles of mountainous terrain.
The term R is a normally distributed random number with
zero mean and unit variance.

The variance Varo was determined from the variance of
transmissivity measured at the Grimsel site, adjusted to the
appropriate scale using the same fractal scaling relation-
ship. From the observation boreholes at the Grimsel site
near the experimental drift, a mean and variance of logl T
were calculated of -6.48 and 0.88 respectively in units of
m2/s. This variance was assumed to correspond to the
variance of the GRIM2 scale. Since the GRIMi length scale
was 8 times (i.e., 23) coarser than the GRIM2 scale, Varo
was calculated as:

Var0 - Var3 [22x3xq] (2.6)

8
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where Var3 = the variance calculated from the Grimsel
measured data.

The subdivision and random addition process was
repeated 12 times to generate a 4097 by 4097 matrix of
transmissivity values that represented the entire GRIMl area
at the resolution of the GRIM2 subarea. The GRIM1-scale
transmissivity field was then reduced to a 513 x 513 grid by
averaging arithmetically for each point the surrounding 9x9
points in the fine grid. The 673 x 513 GRIM2 subarea was
extracted directly from the fine scale data. The relation-
ship between the GRIM1 and GRIM2 regions is shown in
Fig.2.2. Figure 2.4 presents the smoothed logo transmissi-
vity for the GRIM2 region. The fine grid was averaged to a
grid 8 times as coarse so that it could be plotted with
reasonably smooth contours.

2.2.2 Effective thickness of fracture

For this study, the speed at which tracer particles
migrate was determined by the flux through the fracture and
the fracture thickness . Effective thickness was
calculated from the transmissivity using a cubic law,
adjusted to give breakthrough results in the synthetic
experiment similar to those actually observed at the Grimsel
site for inert tracers (Hadermann, 1988). These dipole
tests seemed to indicate an effective open thickness of the
fracture zone on the order of a few millimeters. No
assumption was made about the smoothness or the filling of
the fractures. The fracture zone at the Grimsel site is not
a simple smooth fracture, but is instead a zone of multiple
fractures, some of which are partially filled. Instead, the
cubic law relationship between transmissivity and effective
thickness was assumed, with an arbitrary constant CT,
adjusted so that the effective thickness determined from
tracer experiments at the actual Grimsel site approximately
agree with the tracer experiments in the synthetic
geosphere:

a - CTT1 3 (2.7)

For the present case the coefficient CT was defined:

CT - 0>13 (2.8)

9
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where <> = average effective thickness, assumed to be 0.005
m and <T> = average transmissivity, assumed to be 2.24x10-6
rn/s (the arithmetic mean for observed values of
transmissivity at the Grimsel site). The true value of CT
is therefore 0.823.

2.3. Simulated Data Available from Synthetic Geosphere

The models were run to produce the following (simulat-
ed) hydraulic and tracer data:

* Steady state hydraulic head at closed boreholes.

* Transient and steady state outflow to or from open
boreholes and tunnels.

* Response to transient pressure tests in all boreholes
resulting from a pressure stress in one borehole.

* Dipole tracer tests between two pairs of boreholes
(Boreholes 4 and 6 and boreholes 9 and 7). In these
dipole tests, the flow into the injection borehole was
0.1 liters/min and flow out of the receiving borehole
was 0.2 liters/min.

* Response in tunnels to borehole tests (e.g., increased
or diminished flow or appearance of tracer)

* Validation tracer tests in which tracer was released
with very small borehole flow and collected at other
boreholes and the experimental drift.

Hydraulic tests were available from 8 simulated
boreholes and the 4 simulated tunnels that penetrate the
fracture plane. A data set from three additional simulated
boreholes was also generated at the request of the USNRC
project team to refine the results from one of the
interpretations. The simulated experiment covered a lateral
distance of a few tens of meters and time scales of seconds
to minutes.

2.4 Computational Models for Generating Geosphere Heads,
Flows and Tracer Breakthroughs

There was a four step modeling procedure for generating
data from the synthetic geosphere:

Generate steady state heads at all scales for closed
and open boreholes

10
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* Calculate borehole and tunnel flows from steady state
heads and transmissivities.

* Calculate tracer migration from dipole and passive
tracer tests using the steady state heads,
transmissivities and effective thicknesses.

* Generate responses to transient borehole tests, both in
terms of flow at boreholes and pressure responses in
observation boreholes, using a transient model.

2.4.1 Steady state head

The coarsest calculations were used only to set
plausible boundary conditions for the finer grid calcula-
tions. Interpretation of the synthetic data should not
depend strongly on the assumptions made in this step. For
the GRIMO area the transmissivity was taken to be a
constant. Therefore the heads were determined uniquely by
the boundary conditions; in this case, the land surface
elevation, water levels of two lakes and the no-flow
boundaries on three sides. The head field was solved with
an alternating direction implicit, finite-difference
algorithm of dimensions 107 by 47, with each grid cell 45.5
meters on a side. The large tunnels at the site were not
explicitly represented at this scale. Since the outflow
from the tunnels was not negligible, it was estimated with
an analytical approximation for steady-state flow from an
open borehole in an annular space, with fixed inner and
outer head boundary conditions:

q - 2 (<h> - (2.9)
ln(R>

where Y = the elevation of the center of the tunnel
(relative to the datum, which is the center of the
experimental drift), R = radius of the tunnel, <h> =
average head calculated as the weighted mean of the 8
nearest heads, with the 4 closest getting twice the weight
as the other 4.

The radius <R> is the weighted average distance of the
8 nearest head values:

<R> - 2-Ax (2.10)
3

11
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where Ax is the grid spacing. The boundary conditions of
head for the GRIMO area are given in Fig.2.1.

Heads generated from the GRIMO calculation were then
used to specify boundary conditions for the 182 m by 182 m
GRIM1 subarea. This subarea was 513 by 513 grid blocks.
At this scale, the tunnels could be resolved explicitly
within the finite difference grid, and were included in the
model as zero-head boundary conditions. The results of this
calculation were used to set the boundary conditions for the
finest scale model, and to estimate flows in some of the
tunnels. The heads were solved in a 5-level multigrid
finite difference program.

The GRIM2 scale was represented by a 29.9 m by 22.75 m
area discretized into a 673 x 513 grid. The 8.6 cm-diameter
boreholes were modeled separately in a finite difference,
radial coordinate system, with a one cm. radial resolution,
and matched for both head and transmissivity by linear
interpolation with the artesian grid. Heads and drawdowns
were verified with analytical solutions for uniform media
(Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959). The flows-calculated from the
radial coordinate borehole system were coupled back into the
Cartesian grid. A fixed head was specified at the borehole
radius in the radial system. The finest level solution was
used to simulate the dipole tests, and to calculate the
steady state inflows to the experimental tunnel and
boreholes. It also supplies the head field for the tracer
migration calculations. The heads were solved in a 4-level
multigrid program. Figure 2.5 presents the head contours
for the case used to simulate the tracer breakthrough runs.
As with the log transmissivity, this figure actually
represents heads averaged to a grid 8 times as coarse as the
GRIM2 computational region for the sake of plotting on a
consistent basis.

2.4.2 Transient Model

Borehole tests were simulated with a transient model.
For the sake of computer run times, the transient hydraulic
tests were performed in a grid twice as coarse .(337x257) as
the steady-state runs. This appeared to give only minor
differences from the finer grid results. Boreholes were
represented by a transient version of the radial model used
in the steady state model. Borehole flow and drawdown were
verified against analytical solutions for uniform transmiss-
ivity and infinite boundaries.

The transient model calculated drawdown in terms of
head changes from the steady state solution. Boundary

12
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conditions were no-flow on the edges of the computational
domain, and head difference for the boreholes. The
experimental drift was a constant head (zero) boundary. The
closed edge boundaries allowed monitoring of the effects of
boundaries as a function of time. Transient responses were
limited to less than 100 seconds of simulated time; for
greater times, there would be excessive interference from
the boundaries. Cross-hole tests were available at
boreholes near the opened borehole. After each solution of
the radial borehole geometry, the flow from that borehole
was calculated and subtracted from the nearest grid block in
the artesian grid. The artesian grid was solved
iteratively so that the model was assured to converge to the
backward-in-time solution for both the radial and artesian
grids. The time step increased by a fixed multiplication
factor for each new time step. For the present case, this
factor was generally chosen to increase At by 1.2 for each
x-y sweep of the grid. Boundary conditions on the edges of
the flow field were assumed to be no-flow for the transient
calculation. The simulation proceeded until there was a
significant drawdown at the outer boundary of the computa-
tional field. Flow rates from the boreholes and drawdown at
points representing the other boreholes were recorded for
interpretation.

The location of boreholes, shafts and tunnels
correspond as closely as possible to the actual locations in
the Grimsel Rock Laboratory.

2.4.3 Tracer migration in synthetic geosphere

The fine grid spacing in the synthetic geosphere was
about 0.0444 m for the GRIM2 region, corresponding
approximately to the radius of a borehole. Tracer particles
were simulated to leave from a 0.05 m radius circle centered
on the borehole, and released with equal probability along
the circumference. Each particle was assigned a weight
based on the flux at the point of the release along the
circumference.

The released tracer particles were advected through the
velocity field with a velocity determined by linear
interpolation:

x = x + u(x,y)At (2.11)

ye = y + v(x,y)At (2.12)

where x,y is the initial position and x,y t is the new
advected position , u and v are the x and y velocities

13
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respectively, and At is the time step.
At the end of each time step, a random component of

velocity and direction was added to the particle position to
simulate dispersion:

x" = x' + t sin (2rR,) (2.13)

ya = y + e cos (27rRu) (2.14)

- R V(<V>Ata) (2.15)

where <V> = absolute velocity of particle, R = a uniform
random number between 0 and 1, and R = a normal random
number with zero mean and unit variance. Dispersion was
characterized by a dispersivity a less than the grid size of
0.0444 m to simulate velocity variations smaller than could
be simulated in the given grid. In the present case,
a = 0.02 m was used.

Tracer particles were captured at. other boreholes and
the experimental drift. A particle was considered to be
captured if it came within 0.05 meters of the borehole
center, or in the case of capture at the experimental drift,
1.85 meters from the center of the drift.

There were three validation data sets to test the model
which involved the simulation of tracer released from
boreholes 4, 5 and 11, one at a time, with a flow rate of
0.05 liters per minute, and with a discharge from boreholes
6, 7, 8, and 9 of either 0.1 liters per minute or the
maximum outflow, whichever was less. Table 2.1 summarizes
the capture and median arrival times for the breakthrough
curves for the tracer tests (first row) and the available
modeling results (subsequent rows). Actual breakthrough
curves are shown in the model-prototype comparisons given in
Sections 3 and 4.

14
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Table 2.1 - Characterization of
Measured and Simulated Breakthrough Curves

i

Tracer Release and Capture Locations

Method J 9-7 9-Drift 1 4-6 4-9 J 5-Drift 11-Drift

Measured
Breakthrough 0.475 0.525 1.0 0.916 1.0 1.0
Median Time, sec 34,500 117,000 43,600 61,300 181,300 52,240

Potential Flow
Breakthrough 0.428 0.572 0.906 0 1.0 0.996
Median Time, sec 37,000 69,500 50,500 - 36,000 180,000

Kriging-old data
Breakthrough 0 - 0.8 1.0 0 _
Median Time, sec - - 41,000 63,000 -

Kriging-new data
Breakthrough 0 - 0.948 0.996 0.867 -

Median Time, sec - - 44,000 63,000 140,000 -

Cond. Simulation
Breakthrough _- - .98,.74,.56 0 _
Median Time, sec - - - .19E6,.47E5 -

l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .4 6 E 5

Cond.Sim-new data
Breakthrough _- - .43,.43,.4 0 _
Median Time,sec - - - .13E6,.53E5 - _

l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 6 E 6

Man.Zon. Modified
Breakthrough _ - 0.6 0 1.0 -

Median Time,sec - - 75,600 - 99,000 -

ETA - Field A
Breakthrough _ - 1.0 _
Median Time,sec - - 48,000 _ _ _

(
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2.5 Independent Confirmation of Synthetic Geosphere

The Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology and Glaciology
at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich,
Switzerland (ETH), working in collaboration with NAGRA had
the task of confirming the finite difference calculations of
the synthetic geosphere with a different code. The purpose
of this confirmation was to assure the participants in Test
Case 6 that the synthetic data were accurate, and did not
reflect a dependence on the numerical algorithms used to
generate the data.

2.5.1 The Code Used for Confirmation

The ETH team used a finite element code developed at
the Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology and Glaciology
(Troesch, 1975). The code uses standard Galerkin method
with quadrilateral isoparametric finite elements, with
linear or quadratic shape functions. As the problem of the
synthetic geosphere was very large, there were several
changes made to the code to increase the storage and CPU
efficiency. Instead of reading the element data and the
coordinates and storing the data in large arrays, a simple
mesh generator was written, generating the necessary data
only when used and storing it in small arrays. Also, in some
cases an iterative solver was used to solve the system of
linear equations instead of the standard frontal solver.

2.5.2 Steady State Calculations for GRIMi

As a first test the ETH team compared steady state
results from the NRC and ETH models for the GRIM1 scale.
The GRIMl domain was subdivided in 256 by 256 bilinear
elements, with the length of an element side of 0.711 m. The
large tunnels could be resolved explicitly with the finite
element grid, and were included as zero-head boundaries. The
fixed head conditions at the edge boundaries of the
computational field of GRIM1 were taken from the GRIMO
finite difference results, thus excluding any differences
coming from different boundary conditions. The
transmissivities in the 257 by 257 corner-nodes of the
elements were extracted from the 4097 by 4097 transmissivity
field.

The results of both calculations compare quite well.
There was almost no visible difference in plotted head
contours between the two models. Figure 2.6 shows the
calculated heads along the upper and lower GRIM2 boundaries.
The numerical values differ by less than 1.2 m, which is
less than 1% of the total head difference in the model of
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196 m. Differences in the location and definition of
transmissivities in the two models might explain some of the
discrepancy in calculated head. The finite difference
calculations used directional transmissivities T and Ty
centered on the faces of each finite difference block,
calculated from averages of block-centered transmissivities.
The finite element scheme however used non-directional
transmissivities on the four corner-nodes of each finite
element.

2.5.3 Transient Calculations for GRIM2

The GRIM2 subdomain was discretized with 256 by 337
bilinear finite elements, with an element size of 0.0888 m.
Boreholes, with a diameter of 0.086 m were discretized into
the finite element grid in order to assure a good approxima-
tion of their effect on head and flux. Each borehole was
located in the center of the nearest element. The sides of
the eight surrounding elements were then changed from linear
to quadratic shape functions by adding a mid-side node. The
elements around each borehole were then deformed to fit
exactly the borehole shape, with one quadratic side forming
a quarter of the circumference. Using a quadratic shape
function makes the approximation of the head near the
borehole a quadratic function as well, assuring a good
approximation of the head and flux. For the transient
calculations, the ETH team used head boundary conditions on
the edge of the computational domain taken from the finite
difference GRIMl calculations.

The ETH team calculated transient responses at
boreholes 4 and 6 from opening borehole 7. Figure 2.7 shows
the head responses in boreholes 4 and 6 for both the ETH and
NRC models. Figure 2.9 shows the calculated flows from the
open borehole 7. The results compare quite well. Differences
in the results may be caused by several factors. The first
factor may be the different locations and definitions of
transmissivities as discussed in Section 2.5.2. Some
calculations showed that the results are very sensitive to
changes in transmissivity in the vicinity of the extraction
borehole. The second factor may be a different treatment of
the boundary conditions on the edges of the computational
fields. In the finite element code the boundary condition
was always fixed head. In the finite difference calculation
the boundary conditions were for no-flow. This effect
probably would be most evident for later times, as the cone
of depression approached the edges of the computational
field.

17
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2.5.4 Conclusions

The ETH team has shown that the calculations with two
different numerical codes compare well; that is, the trends
and nature of results of the two models are the same.
Nevertheless it was not possible to demonstrate exactly the
same results, even though all input data for the calcula-
tions were known, and small inaccuracies in the synthetic
data must be accepted. These differences may be of some
importance for the inverse modeling, as some bias of the
numerical model will always be present. The differences in
the results could be treated as a form of experimental
error.

18
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3. MODELING RESULTS - USNRC PROJECT TEAM

3.1 Modeling Purpose

The purpose of modeling Test Case 6 was to validate the
parameter identification and modeling schemes to the extent
possible, and to compare schemes of increasing complexity to
see if they led to more accurate results in terms of a
performance objective. The stated performance objective in
this exercise was the tracer breakthrough curve in terms of
arrival time and fraction breaking through. A further
purpose was to test the notion that modelers, using the
results of their models, could direct the experimentalists
to collect additional data to refine the predictions.
Validation of the models was narrowly defined as demonstrat-
ing reasonable agreement between tracer breakthrough curves
for non-sorbing tracers between the calibrated model and
prototype. Models were calibrated on the basis of data
collected on the prototype, excluding those data sets used
for validation only.

3.2 Choice of Models

The NRC pilot team tried several modeling approaches:

* Potential flow modeling
* Kriging of head and transmissivity
* Conditional simulation of transmissivity with kriged

head
* Zonation of transmissivity with manual adjustment

The following sections summarize these validation
approaches.

3.2.1. Potential flow modeling

The team used steady potential flow in uniform
isotropic media with constant effective thickness for
predicting tracer breakthrough. The velocity field was
developed from superposition solutions based on steady state
potential theory for a uniform fracture thickness (Javandel,
1984). The velocities were assumed to be determined by the
measured steady state flow rates from the boreholes and the
tunnels, superimposed on a unidirectional regional flow
rate. At any point in the two-dimensional field, velocities
were expressed by the following equations (Javandel, 1984):
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- Ub + E q1 (x - x) (3.1)

v -v n + (_ - v.,) (3.2)
V Vb + 27R2

- (X - Xi)2 + (y _y)2 (3.3)

Where ub = background velocity in x direction, vb =
background velocity in the y direction, q = flow rate from
ith source or sink, x,,Y = location of ith source or sink,
R = distance from point to ith source or sink, and = the
effective thickness. Particles advance in the flow field
according to the model expressed by Eqs. 2.11-2.15.

3.2.1.1 Interpretation of data

This model requires little interpretation of data,
since flow was driven entirely by observed flow rates from
boreholes and tunnels, superimposed on a regional flow. The
regional flow was estimated with a numerical solution of the
hydraulic heads calculated for a uniform medium with the
boundary conditions stipulated for the large-scale cross
section of the Grimsel site as shown in Fig. 2.1. The
direction and magnitude of the regional flow rate was then
estimated from the hydraulic gradients of the regional flow
model, and the average of the measured transmissivities from
the Grimsel site. The calculated heads from the regional
finite difference analysis are shown in Fig. 3.1. Flow
rates and other information used by the model are given in
Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 - Parameters for Potential Flow Analysis

Background flux = 2.53E-7 3/s/m
Direction of background flux = -54 degrees from vertical
Effective thickness, = 0.01 m
Dispersivity, a = 0.1 m
Number of tracer particles = 500

Source or sink x - - R - m qM 3/s

Tunnel 5 -40 0 1.75 -4.055E-5

Tunnel 6 0 0 1.75 -3.88E-5

Tunnel 7 33 3.75 2.5 -4.79E-6

Tunnel 8 53 2.6 1.6 -3.7E-6

Borehole 4 -10.3 -6 0.043 8.33E-7

Borehole 5 5.8 -3.75 0.043 8.33E-7

Borehole 6 -4.6 -5.3 0.043 -1.64E-6

Borehole 7 -6.05 -3.5 0.043 -1.67E-6

Borehole 8 -1.5 -4.5 0.043 -1.86E-7

Borehole 9 -6 -7.5 0.043 -1.32E-6

Borehole 11 -15.3 4 0.043 8.33E-7

i

3.2.1.2 Calibration of model

The two parameters of the transport model--dispersivity
and effective thickness--were determined by simulating the
two dipole tracer tests with the potential flow model and
adjusting the parameter values in order to get the best
match between the simulated and measured breakthrough
curves. Values of effective thickness and dispersivity that
gave the closest matches between model and data were
0=0.01 m and a = 0.1 m respectively. The calibration for
the breakthrough curves are given in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 for
the 9-7 and 4-6 dipole tests, respectively. Both calibra-
tion runs are in relatively good agreement, and the
parameters a and 0 are consistent.

'Flow rates out of boreholes are limited to 1.67E-6 m3/s or
normal outflow, whichever is less.
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3.2.1.3 Validation runs

Modeled and measured breakthrough are shown in Figs.
3.4 and 3.11 for releases from boreholes 5 and 11, respec-
tively. In both cases, the model correctly predicted that
all tracer would arrive at the experimental drift, but the
breakthrough times for the releases from borehole 11 were in
poor agreement with the measured breakthroughs. Tracer
released from borehole 4 was predicted to arrive mostly at
the experimental drift, whereas the synthetic data indicate
that nearly all tracer would be captured in borehole 9.
Results of the validation runs against the tracer break-
through results with the potential flow model are summarized
in Table 2.1.

3.2.2 Kriging head and transmissivity fields for use with
a finite difference model

In this case, the data fields for the parameters of
transmissivity, head and porosity were determined from
interpreted values of transmissivity, head and effective
thickness, generalized to cover the computational field by
kriging. A finite difference code was then used to simulate
the steady state flow field and hence the tracer break-
through curves for tracer release at boreholes 4 and 5.
The NRC project team did not attempt to simulate break-
through of tracer released at borehole 11, because data
needed to estimate the model parameters were too sparse in
the upper left quadrant.

3.2.2.1 Interpretation of data

Unlike the potential flow model, this modeling approach
takes advantage of the information available from transient
borehole and interference tests, measured heads from the
boreholes and tunnels, and the (given) information that
transmissivity and effective thickness were related by the
cubic rule. The first step was to interpret the raw data
supplied from the experimentalists into a form that could be
used by the numerical simulation model; i.e., spatially
varying fields of transmissivity and hydraulic head on
boundaries for the flow model, and effective porosity or
thickness for the transport model.

Transient flow tests were used to calculate
transmissivities (and storage coefficients at and between
boreholes. A graphical procedure, the Jacob-Lohman method
for artesian wells, was used to calculate single-well
transmissivities from the flowing boreholes (Jacob, 1952).
In this procedure, transmissivity T was found from the slope
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of the head vs flowrate curve plotted versus the logarithm
of time:

T - 2.303
47cA( h) q ~~~~(3.4)

A (loglo 0-)

where H = head, q = flow rate, t = time and r = the borehole
radius. The Jacob-Lohman method depends on the plotted line
be approximately straight, a condition usually but not
always met with the available data.

There was no suitable method found for interpreting
interference information from the observation boreholes, so
a method based on numerical convolution of the Dupuit
equation with the observed borehole flow rate was used to
calculate drawdown in the observation wells:

4qT -() exp(- r2S dT (3.5)

where Ah = drawdown in the observation borehole, q = flow
rate of the borehole, r = radius of borehole, and S =
storage coefficient. The mean squared error between the
observed and calculated head was then minimized with a two-
dimensional Powell conjugate directions algorithm (Press,
1986) to estimate transmissivity and storage coefficient.
This model, as well as the Jacob-Lohman test, was based on
the assumption of constant T and S surrounding the pumping
and observation boreholes in an infinite domain.

The location of interpreted values of T and S was taken
as the mid point between pumping and observation boreholes
for the cross-hole test and at the location of the flowing
borehole for the Jacob-Lohman test. In this analysis, the
NRC project team took no account of the probable difference
in measurement scales between the two test types.
Interpreted values of transmissivity and storage coefficient
for all borehole tests are given in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2 - InteKrreted Transmissivities. Storatage Coefficients and Heads

Locationa x-m T - 2 /s H - mb S Typec

(ORIGINAL DATA ET)

BH4
BH5
BH6
BH7
BH8
BH9
BH10
BH11
BH4-6
BH4-7
BH4-9
BH5-8
BH5-10
BH6-7
BH6-8
BH6-9
BH7-4
BH7-6
BH7-8
BH7-9
BH8-6
BH8-7
BH8-9
BH9-4
BH9-6
BH9-7
BH10-5
BH10-8

-10.3
5.8
-4.6
-6.05
-1.5
-6
3
-15.3
-7.45
-8.175
-8.15
2. 15
4.4
-5.325
-3.05
-5.3
-8.175
-5.325
-3.775
-6.025
-3.05
-3. 775
-3.75
-8. 15
-5.3
-6.025
4.4
0.75

-6
-3.65
-5.3
-3.5
-4.5
-7.5
-2.7
4.0
-5.65
-4.75
-6.75
-4. 075
-3. 175
-4.4
-4. 9
-6.4
-4. 75
-4.4
-4
-5.5
-4.9
-4
-6
-6.75
-6.4
-5.5
-3.175
-3.6

3.76E-7
2.34E-7
5.4E-7
1.33E-6
4.95E-7
2.64E-7
6.16E-7
1.71E-6
1. 065E-6
1.64E-6
5.93E-7
3.08E-6
7.81E-7
1.17E-6
1.43E-6
5.25E-6
1. 52E-6
1. 17E-5
3.39E-6
1. 08E-5
1. 34E-5
3.01E-6
1.11E-6
5.86E-7
5.13E-7
1.03E-6
7.95E-6
5.78E-6

6.105
0.8
2.95
3.74
0.49
3.81
-0.31
8.92

9.67E-7
2.72E-6
2.56E-6
1.61E-8
1.76E-7
2.14E-6
2.8E-7
2.54E-4
1.57E-6
1.54E-6
1.36E-6
6.21E-6
1.23E-6
1.03E-6
1.18E-6
8.84E-7
1. 24E-6
9.74E-7
1.67E-6
1.04E-6
1. 14E-6
1.93E-6
1.78E-6
1.40E-6
9.30E-7
1.22E-6
1.22E-6
3.13E-6

J-L
J-L
J-L
J-L
J-L
J-L
J-L
J-L
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.
Int.

aLocation of borehole for Jacob-Lohman tests, midpoint between
boreholes for interference tests

bHead at borehole locations

CJ-L = Jacob-Lohman test, Int. = Interference test
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Table 3.2 - Interpreted Transmissivities. StoraQe Coefficients and Heads
(Continued)

Locationa x-m vm T - ms H -mb S TvyeC

(ADDITIONAL DATA SET)

BH-A -10.3 0 3.96E-6 6.34 9.15E-7 J-L
BH-B -6 2 3.52E-6 3.97 5.5 E-5 J-L
BH-C 1 -7 1.36E-7 0.69 1.57E-6 J-L
BHA-4 -10.3 -3 1.75E-6 1.42E-6 Int.
BHA-6 -7.45 -2.65 2.35E-6 1.33E-6 Int.
BHA-7 -8.175 -1.75 2.73E-6 1.05E-6 Int.
BHA-8 -5.9 -2.25 5.68E-6 2.43E-6 Int.
BHA-9 -8.15 -3.75 1.96E-6 1.67E-6 Int.
BHA-B -8.15 -1 3.61E-6 9.35E-7 Int.
BHB-4 -8.15 -2 1.95E-5 1.08E-6 Int.
BHB-6 -0.1 -. 825 3.12E-6 1.29E-6 Int.
BHB-7 -6.025 -. 75 3.62E-6 8.78E-7 Int.
BHB-8 -3.75 -1.25 7.54E-5 2.57E-6 Int.
BHB-9 -6 -2.75 2.14E-5 1.45E-6 Int.
'BHB-A -8.15 -1 3.59E-6 8.05E-7 Int.
BHC-4 -4.65 -6.5 1.54E-5 3.2 E-6 Int.
BHC-5 3.4 -5.325 6.95E-6 2.76E-6 Int.
BHC-6 -1.8 -6.15 8.41E-6 1.95E-6 Int.
BHC-7 -2.525 -5.25 2.06E-6 3.45E-6 Int.
BHC-8 -. 25 -5.75 6.72E-6 1.29E-6 Int.
-BHC-9 -2.5 -7.25 5.42E-6 1.76E-6 Int.
BHC-10 2.0 -4.85 1.60E-6 2.82E-6 Int.

aLocation of borehole for Jacob-Lohman tests, midpoint between
boreholes for interference tests

bHead at borehole locations

cJ-L = Jacob-Lohman test, Int. = Interference test
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The interpretation of the transient borehole data
allowed estimates of transmissivities at 18 locations for
the initial data set. Heads were available at 8 boreholes
and on the faces of the tunnels. Linear variograms appeared
to fit both the transmissivity and head data best. The
project team assume nothing about the stationarity of the
data, nor did it consider that they were fractal. The fact
that the variograms were linear indicated that the variance
increased with increasing scale. Kriged values of
transmissivity and head are shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7.8
Before calculating the variogram and kriging the heads, the
elevation was subtracted from each head measurement in order
to partially detrend the data. The kriged heads were used
to set boundary conditions on the edges of the computational
area and initial conditions for the iterative calculations.

3.2.2.2 Calibration of Flow and Transport Models

Flow model

The kriged transmissivities and heads were subsequently
used in the two-dimensional finite difference program for
steady state heads. Flow rates were specified for each
borehole and hydraulic head was specified on the walls of
the experimental drift and on the boundaries of the
computational area. The computational grid was 51x36 cells,
but the computational area within the rectangular grid was
irregularly shaped to minimize the possible head and
transmissivity errors from extrapolation.

Transport model

A particle tracking routine with random dispersion was
used to simulate tracer breakthrough. The model was similar
to the one used for the potential flow analyses, Es. 2.11-
2.15, but the effective thickness was a variable.
Velocities were calculated from the hydraulic heads,
transmissivities and the (given) cubic relationship between
effective thickness and transmissivity, Eq. 2.7. The factor
CT and the dispersivity a, were determined by simulating the
dipole tracer tests with the particle tracking model and
manually adjusting these factors until the best match was
achieved. Only the dipole test between boreholes 4 and 6
was usable to determine CT and a, because the project team
was unable to simulate any tracer breakthrough for the 9-7

'These figures include the additional data from boreholes A, B and C,
as discussed in Section 3.2.2.4.
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dipole test from the available data. The best values of C
and a were estimated to be 0.7 and 0.03 m, respectively (The
"true" value of CT used to generate the synthetic break-
through curves was 0.823). The measured and simulated
breakthrough curves for the calibration run with the 4-6
dipole test is shown in Fig.3.8.

3.2.2.3 Validation runs

The measured and predicted breakthrough of tracer
released from borehole 4 and collected at borehole 9 is
shown in Fig 3.9. Agreement is excellent both for arrival
time and capture fraction for this test, except at the high-
capture end of the curve, where the kriging model predicts a
much larger fraction of late-arriving particles. The model
failed to predict any breakthrough for tracer released at
borehole 5 and collected at the experimental drift, even
though there was 100 percent capture for the synthetic data.

3.2.2.4 Request for additional data

On the basis of the data interpretation and modeling,
the NRC project team generated a request for additional
borehole test data. The locations of three additional
boreholes, A, B and C, are shown on Fig.2.3. Boreholes A
and B were located on the basis of a relative lack of
measurements in the upper left quadrant. Borehole C was
chosen to improve the information in the lower right
quadrant. Transient borehole tests were then simulated with
the synthetic geosphere model, and interpreted as before
with the Jacob-Lohman and cross-hole procedures. The
interpreted transmissivities, storage coefficients and heads
are given in Table 3.2.

New steady state heads were generated from the kriged
head and transmissivity fields. The transport parameters a
and C were re-evaluated by simulating the dipole tracer
test between boreholes 4 and 6, but the additional data
still did not allow the modelers to simulate tracer break-
through for the 9-7 dipole test. The values for a and CT
leading to the closest match in the 4-6 dipole test turned
out to be identical to those chosen for the analysis with
the original data; i.e., CT = 0.7 and a = 0.03 m.

The newly kriged head and transmissivity fields were
then used to simulate breakthrough of tracer for the
validation runs. Figure 3.10 shows the revised breakthrough
curve for release at borehole 4 with capture at borehole 9.
There is an overall slight improvement in validation with
the additional data, especially at the high-capture end, but
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performance was slightly degraded at shorter travel times.
Figure 3.11 shows the breakthrough for release at borehole 5
with capture at the experimental drift. There is a marked
improvement for this case, because the project team was
unable to predict breakthrough with the original data.
Table 2.1 summarizes the breakthrough fractions and median
breakthrough times for all of the tests. The calculated
head field for the validation runs is shown in Fig. 2.18,
and reflects the new head and transmissivity data.

3.2.3 Conditional simulation

In this approach, the transmissivity values were not
assumed to be a smoothly interpolated values between data
points as with kriging. Instead, a large number of possible
realizations of the input parameter fields were generated
and input to the flow and transport models. Each transmiss-
ivity realization was a spatially correlated random field,
conditioned by the data at the given points.

3.2.3.1 Interpretation of data

Point values of transmissivity and head from the
analysis in Section 3.2.2 were also used for the conditional
simulation approach.

3.2.3.2 Model calibration

Transmissivity

The condition simulation program COSIM (Carr, 1984)
uses the turning band method to generate the spatially
correlated random fields, and kriging to condition the field
to the data points. For this analysis, the NRC project team
used only the kriged values of head.

The algorithm generated 200 conditional simulations of
transmissivity to represent possible realizations that were
consistent with the transmissivity data. For each of the
transmissivity realizations, the head field was solved for
steady state using the kriged heads as boundary conditions.
For each solution of the head field, two objective functions
were calculated: the mean square error between the measured
and calculated heads at the boreholes, and the absolute
value of the difference between measured and calculated
inflow to the experimental drift. Each realization was then
given a rank based on the objective functions individually
and a combined rank. The best realizations from the
standpoint of the combined rank were then chosen for the
validation comparison.
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The conditional simulation program COSIM assumed that
the data fit a spherical variogram model. Variograms of
log10 transmissivity (m2/sec) were fit to a spherical model
using the GEOEAS (USEPA, 1988) geostatistics package with
the parameters variance = 0.066, mean = -6.035, range = 10
m, sill = 0.22, and nugget = 0. The 200 realizations were
run to generate head fields and tracer breakthrough curves,
and ranked according to their closeness to the measured
fractional breakthrough.

Effective thickness and dispersivity

The present analysis used the effective thickness
parameter C and the dispersivity a calibrated for the
kriging analysis presented in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.3.3 Validation runs

Results of the conditional simulations are presented in
Figs. 3.13 and 3.9. Figure 3.13 shows the rank of fraction
breakthrough for the 11 "best" realizations versus the rank
of the realizations, in terms of the objective functions.
There is very good correlation between the ranks. Figure
3.9 shows the breakthrough curves themselves for the best
three realizations. Also plotted are the true breakthrough
curve and the solution from the kriging analysis of Section
3.2.2.1 (original data set). The "best realization" from
the conditional simulation analysis agrees in fraction
breakthrough to the synthetic data, but is otherwise very
dissimilar. The second and third-ranked conditional
simulations appear to predict slightly better in terms of
early arrival. None of the conditional simulations were as
good as the kriging analysis.

3.2.3.4 Request for additional data

The conditional simulation was repeated with the data
from the three additional boreholes described in section
3.2.2.4. New spherical variograms fitted to the data for
the log10 transmissivity gave parameters of variance =
0.0813, mean = -5.903, range = 10 m, nugget = 0.02, and sill
= 0.2. The 200 conditioned realizations were generated with
the new T values and variogram parameters as before, and the
11 best realizations chosen. Results of the revised
calculations are given in Figs. 3.13 and 3.10. Figure 3.10
shows the correlation of fraction breakthrough for release
at borehole 4 and capture at borehole 9 versus the rank of
the realizations. Correlation was significantly degraded
from the previous analysis. Figure 3.13 is a rank
correlation showing the generally poor agreement of the
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conditional simulations for the best three realizations with
the true breakthrough curve.

This result is difficult to explain because one would
suspect that additional data would lead to improved
agreement. The results probably reflect the increase in the
variance of T with the addition of the new data, leading to
conditioned T fields that were highly irregular. This
condition could be the result of an inadequate number of
data leading to a faulty conclusion about the population
variance.

3.2.4 Manual Variation of Zoned Transmissivities

This section describes the use of a two-dimensional
flow and transport calculation using manually varied zoned
transmissivities.

3.2.4.1 Interpretation of Data

The modeler did not re-evaluate the transmissivity
data, but chose to rely on the evaluations performed in
Section 3.2.2.1. In order to estimate the fracture
effective thickness, the modeler used the potential flow
model RESSQ (Javandel, 1984) to simulate the two dipole
tracer tests. This analysis was successful, and the modeler
was able to estimate an effective thickness of 0.01 meter
for the fracture (the same value reported in Section 3.2.1.2
for a similar analysis). The modeler did not account for
dispersion, and assumed it to be zero.

3.2.4.2 Calibration of Model

The modeler used a 2-dimensional finite difference
model of the near-field region (Prickett, 1981). Boundary
conditions on the flow model were fixed head on the edges of
the computational area, and the measured inflow at the
center of the experimental drift. The experimental drift
itself was represented in the finite difference grid as a
zone of very high transmissivity.

Specified fixed transmissivity zones for the model
where interpreted values of cross-hole transmissivities
(from the analysis of Section 3.2.2.1) where available. In
regions of the computational field where estimates of
transmissivity were unavailable, the zoned values were
adjusted manually. Transmissivities in these zones and the
head boundary conditions were adjusted to improve the match
between observed values of head at the boreholes. The
transmissivity zones as initially specified in the finite
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difference grid are shown in Figure 3.14.

After the modeler was satisfied with the match for the
borehole heads and drift inflow, the head and transmiss-
ivities from the model were used to generate a velocity
field to model the transport of tracer particles for the
dipole tracer tests with a version of the RESSQ code
modified to use the calculated velocity field. The model
still used fixed values of effective thickness, 0.01 m,
determined from the potential flow analysis. The model
considered the transport of dispersing particles using a
random walk approach to simulate dispersion:

x = x + uAt + Rx + RAy (3.6)

y' = y + vt + RAx - RAx (3.7)

R1 (3.8)

I ~~(.3.9)

A - /(Ax) 2 + (Ay) (3.10)

where x,y' is the position of the particle after being
advected and dispersed for one time step, u = the x
direction velocity, v = the y direction velocity, and d and
dt are the longitudinal and transverse dispersivities,
respectively.

The modeler had limited success in simulating the 4-6
dipole test with the zoned model, but was unable to
satisfactorily simulate the 9-7 dipole tracer test using the
velocity field from the zoned transmissivity model. On the
basis of a plot of velocity vectors and the behavior of the
tracer particles, the modeler readjusted the zoned
transmissivities and the shape of the adjusted zones to
improve the matches of the dipole tracer test. The revised
zonation is shown in Fig. 3.15. Measured heads at the
boreholes were compared with the predicted heads for the
original and modified zonations in Table 3.4. The dipole
breakthrough experiments for the different zonations and
values of the dispersion parameters are summarized in
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Table 3.3, and also given in Table 2.1.

3.2.4.3 Validation Runs

Although the results of the dipole simulations were not
completely satisfactory, the modeler ran the validation
tracer tests with the final modified zonation and a value of
0.2 m for the longitudinal and transversal dispersivity.
Results in terms of fractional breakthrough and median
travel time are compiled in Table 2.1. Results for release
from borehole 5 collected at the experimental drift are in
reasonable agreement with the measured results.

Although additional transmissivity data from boreholes
A, B and C were not used when they became available, the
modeler noted that the final zonation was consistent with
the new data.
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Table 3.3
Summary of Results using Zonation Model for 4-6 Dipole Test

(hours for observed fraction breaking through)

Breakthrough percent

Run l dd 5% lo% 25%_ 50% 75%I 95%

Data 9.25 9.5 10.1 12.2 17.8 46.1

1-orig. l 0 0 J 20.0 j 20.6 J 21.0 23.5 J 26.8 J 28.7
2-orig. ][ . .Olm 18.8 19.6 22.2 25.2 28.0 _

3-orig. .2m 0 13.4 | 15.4 [ 20.6 J 25.2 31.8 J 41.8
14-orig. I[ .4m 0 J 12.0 | 14.5 [ 18.4 | 26.0 |33.0 1 45.0
5-orig. _ .2 .2m J 16.6 19.6 [_23.0 J 38+ |- -

1-mod. |.2m .2m 17.5 17.9 20.4 24.3 J -l
12-mod. I.2m ° 1 14.6 J 16.4 1 19.8 I 22.0 I - I -

(

'Original Zonation, Figure 3.14

Modified Zonation, Figure 3.15
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Table 3.4
Comparison of measured and calculated heads for

manual zonation model

Borehole h-meas. m h-orig. m h-mod. m

4 6.1 6.3 6.3

5 0.8 0.7 0.5

6 2.95 3.0 2.75

7 3.74 3.45 3.5

8 0.49 1.3 0.7

9 3.81 4.1 4.2

10 -0.31 0 0.2

3.3 Discussion and Conclusions of USNRC Project Team

The USNRC team did not originally contemplate modeling
this case, because some of its members were also responsible
for generating the synthetic data and running the synthetic
experiments. Because of the small number of participants in
this exercise, however, the USNRC participated in the
exercise with a limited set of relatively straightforward
modeling approaches. Every attempt was made to avoid
tainting the model analysis with direct knowledge of the
synthetic data. There was an unavoidable contact between
the modeler and experimentalist, although it was not likely
that the experimentalist could rationally draw inferences
from the synthetic data because of its irregular nature and
large volume.

Bearing in mind the potential conflict, the USNRC
project team records the following observations and
conclusions for the validation effort:

* There was not a clear-cut distinction between the
validation success and the degree of model sophistica-
tion.

* No model was able to successfully simulate all of the
tracer data. The kriging model performed best overall,
but could not simulate one of the dipole tracer tests
correctly, and could only simulate correctly the
release from borehole 5 after additional data were
available. Kriged transmissivities used in the USNRC
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analyses were compared with the actual synthetic data
in Section 6.

The team successfully tested the notion that the
modeler could direct the collection of additional data
for the purpose of improving the modeling result in the
case of the kriging approach. It was not possible to
demonstrate an improvement in the performance measure
in the case of the conditional simulation approach.
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4. MODELING RESULTS - ETH PROJECT TEAM

4.1 Modeling Purpose

Test case 6 was chosen as a first application of an
inverse modeling scheme being developed at ETH under
contract to NAGRA. The objective of the study was to test
the current code under realistic"(known) conditions. The
aquifer parameter of the synthetic geosphere were estimated
by calibrating a finite element model with the hydraulic
test data. In addition to steady state data, three transient
borehole tests were analyzed. Different strategies in
parameterizing the physical properties of the aquifer were
applied. Finally, the breakthrough data of the dipole
experiments were used to verify and validate the parameters
generated by the inverse hydraulic test analysis. The code
being tested is still in a development stage. Important
features such as error analysis to quantify the uncertainty
of the estimated parameters or the evaluation of model
structure identification criteria were not fully implement-
ed.

4.2 Choice of Model

An indirect approach of the inverse problem was
applied, where the unknown model parameters were estimated
from measurements and from prior information on the aquifer
parameters. In practice, this was achieved by running the
forward problem several times, updating the parameters until
the model output was sufficient close to the observations.

4.2.1 Direct Problem

The two-dimensional groundwater flow equation (2) was
solved subject to boundary conditions and the initial
conditions h(x,y,O) = h (,y) where h is the potential head
and ho is any prescribed function or the solution of steady
state equivalent of (2). The transmissivity was assumed to
be isotropic. The numerical solution is obtained by means
of the Galerkin finite element method employing second order
isoparametric elements. The time marching scheme was based
on an implicit finite difference approximation .of the time
derivative weighting between old and new time level
(Huyakorn, 1983).

4.2.2 Inverse Problem

The inverse methodology applied is based on Maximum
Likelihood (ML) estimation. A detailed description of its
formulation is given by Carrera and Neuman (1986). The ML
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estimator minimizes the objective function:

J - Jh + Jq+( Iii (4.1)

where

Lh - Xh4Vhlh (4.2)

T -1 4 3Jq - rVqrq (4.3)

account for the residuals to head and flow rate measurements
and can be considered as a "fit" criterion. A plausibility
criterion:

T V1rp;

accounts for the residuals with respect to prior information
on model parameters, i.e., transmissivity (or
log-transmissivity), storage coefficient and boundary
conditions. The vector r is the residual between observed
and computed values and Vx is the weighting matrix. In
theory, Vx considers the error structure of the head and
flow rate measurements and prior information. For the
observations of the synthetic experiment, where there was no
noise in the measurements, Vh and V represent diagonal
matrices of equal components weighting head versus flow rate
residuals. For prior information on transmissivities, V has
been used, in addition, to weight the parameters among each
other to account for the increasing knowledge on the
parameters in certain regions when several tests have been
analyzed, subsequently.

The objective function was minimized with respect to
the model parameters. Two types of minimization algorithms
have been used: a modified Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm
which belongs to the family of Gauss-Newton methods (More,
1980), and a BFGS-type quasi-Newton method (Dennis, 1983).
Both are implemented in the IMSL subroutine library. While
the Marquardt algorithm is very time consuming because it
requires computation of the Jacobian (derivatives of the
model outputs at observation points with respect to model
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parameters), it converges faster than other methods. In some
few cases, however, where the Marquardt method failed to
converge, a temporary switch to the BFGS-algorithm helped
the convergence to proceed successfully.

4.2.3 Parameterization

The present formulation of the finite element method
requires input of representative discrete values of the
aquifer parameters over the elements. To ensure a stable
solution of the inverse problem the resulting number of
physical parameters has to be reduced to a feasible small
number of model parameters (Carrera, 1988). In the present
approach, several alternative parameterizations have been
applied. The hydraulic test analysis presented by the NRC
Modeling Team in Section 3.2.2.1, seem to indicate that the
storage coefficient is homogeneous over the flow domain
considered. Thus, a single unknown model parameter zone was
defined for storage coefficient. Transmissivity however
appears to be highly variable. The transmissivity
parameters were defined at a discrete set of points. In
general, these points were the boreholes, where the initial
analysis of the hydraulic test data provided initial
estimates for the local transmissivity. To improve the fit
between predictions and observations, synthetic data points
referred to as "pilot-points" (de Marsily, 1984) were added.
Kriging techniques are then used to interpolate the
individual element transmissivities needed by the numerical
model. As proposed by Beauheim and La Venue (1990), the
adjoint state method was used to identify those locations
which were most sensitive to the addition of a pilot-point.
Changes to the transmissivity data at those data points
would provide the greatest reduction to the objective
function. For the parameterization of prescribed head (PH)
at a first type boundary, a "dynamic zonation" algorithm was
implemented. In conventional zonation concepts, the nodes
located at such boundaries would be grouped into a number of
predefined subregions or classes. The nodal heads, which may
vary in a prescribed manner along the boundary, would then
be adjusted with zone-specific coefficients. These coeffi-
cients define the unknown model parameters. While in the
present formulation the same technique was applied, one did
not have to classify the nodes a priori. At each (or every
other) step of the minimisation algorithm, the sensitivities
of the objective function with respect to PH at each
boundary node were computed using the adjoint state method.
The nodes were then sorted by their magnitude of sensitivity
and classified automatically according to the specified
number of model parameters.
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4.2.4 Finite element model

The 29.9 by 22.75 m area given in the test case
specification was modeled with a finite element code. The
lower left corner was located at -17,-14 m relative to the
center of the drift. For the base case (all boreholes
closed) the domain was discretized into a grid of 12 by 10
m, 9-node elements as shown in Fig. 4.1. For transient runs,
open boreholes were introduced by leaving a hole in the
mesh. In this case the corresponding block-element of the
base mesh was refined as shown for borehole 4 in Fig. 4.2.
The elements surrounding the borehole are of increasing
sizes in radial direction, starting with an extension of
approximately three times the borehole radius. Two
different modeling concepts with respect to state variable
and boundary conditions were realized for the steady and
transient state computations, respectively. The steady state
model was solved in terms of potential head with prescribed
head boundary conditions at the edges of the model and zero
pressure BC at the faces of the drift. For the transient
model, Eq. 2.2 was formulated in terms of drawdown from the
initial state. Hence, the initial conditions were
h(x,y,O) = 0. No-flow boundary conditions are assumed at
the outer boundary and zero heads (h = 0) were prescribed at
the drift. Because open boreholes were connected to the
center of the drift, the steady state potential heads
observed at the corresponding locations were imposed as
constant head drawdown at the nodes of the open borehole.
It should be mentioned that the location in relation to
drift and boreholes was important for the transient runs.
Test computations (borehole 4) have shown that for the
relevant range of transmissivities the influence of a
no-flow boundary on the performance measures may come in
after approximately 50 seconds. The experiments, on the
other hand, last 100 seconds. Dealing with transient
hydraulic well tests in a time scale of 0.1 to 100 sec, the
time-stepping scheme started with an initial step of At=0.01
sec. For the sake of computational efficiency and accuracy,
a constant multiplication factor of 1.5 was used to modify
the time-steps, coupled with a factor Q = 2/3 weighting
between new and old time levels. The mesh as well as the
time-stepping scheme have been verified, simulating the
opening of borehole 4 for a homogeneous transmissivity. A
comparison of computed drawdowns and flow rate to the test
hole with analytical solutions (Bear, 1979) has shown
excellent results.
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4.2.5 Prior Information

Initial estimates for the transmissivity data and the
storage coefficient at the boreholes were obtained by
analyzing the transient flow rates using type curve matching
(e.g. Jacob-Lohmann method) as presented by the NRC project
team in Section 3.2.2. While the estimated storage
coefficient was estimated to be about 1.0 x 106, the
transmissivities varied in a range of two orders of
magnitude. For the log-transmissivities determined from the
Jacob-Lohman method and given in Section 3.2.2, a theoreti-
cal variogram of the form:

y = 0. 03 A 0 5 5 (4-5)

where At is the separation distance, fit the experimental
data quite well (this variogram was not checked with the
final transmissivities estimated by the inverse algorithm).
The unknown heads on the model boundaries were kriged based
on the measurements at the boreholes and the known values at
the faces of the drift. While a linear variogram was used in
this case, the form of the variogram is of minor impor-
tance. In the present study, the heads have not been used
as prior information, so the variogram determined just
initial values, which affect the convergence but not the
results of the iterative estimation process.

4.3 Model Calibration

The objective of model calibration was to estimate
transmissivities, storage coefficients (transient case only)
and heads at the model boundary (steady state case only).
For reasons of time, an interpretation of the complete data
set provided by the pilot group was not possible. In
addition to the steady state base case, three transient
hydraulic test, namely the tests at borehole 4, 6 and 7 have
been analyzed. These tests have been selected to achieve at
least a local calibration of that part of the model affected
by the dipole tracer tests. Simulating one of the tracer
tests subsequent to the calibration runs provide the
possibility to verify and validate the estimated parameters.
Prior to the real calibration, preliminary runs have been
performed using the steady state model. These computations
aimed at identifying, in addition to the measurement points,
those locations most sensitive to a change of transmissiv-
ity. The intention was to analyze all of the selected tests,
in steady and transient state, based on the same set of data
points. In this way, five additional, synthetic data points
(pilot-points) were selected.
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4.3.1 Transient Calibration Results

Based on this set of pilot and measurement points, the
tests at boreholes 4, 6, and 7 were independently analyzed
by the inverse algorithm, estimating log-transmissivities
and storage coefficient. With respect to the numerical
accuracy in simulating such type of well tests, head
residuals were given weights a factor of 5 greater than flux
residuals. Moreover, fluxes measured less than one second
after the start of the tests were disregarded. As a first
result, the initial value for the storage coefficient (1.0 x
106) did not change during the first runs. Thus, this
value was assumed to be true and has been fixed for all
subsequent runs. While the resulting transmissivity
distributions were able to reproduce the observations
closely, the three fields differed considerably.

Substantial residuals were computed when one of the
other tests not used for generating the corresponding set of
parameters was simulated. To overcome this problem, the
following iterative analysis was proposed and followed.
Having calibrated one of the tests, the variances of the
estimated parameters were evaluated a-posteriori. To account
for these results during the subsequent estimation process,
the parameter values of the preceding tests weighted by
their computed variances were considered as prior informa-
tion. This procedure was tested by analyzing the borehole 7
test, then the borehole 4 test and finally back to the
borehole 7 test. While the estimated parameters seems to
converge to each other, the quality of the fit did not
change as presented in Fig.4.3 and 4.5. The corresponding
transmissivity fields are shown in Fig. 4.7a and 4.7c (field
A and C). Fig. 4.4 present the residuals of the borehole 6
analysis, which has been performed without prior information
of other tests. The maximum differences in the transmissivi-
ties (Fig. 4.7b, field B) related to the other results
occur mainly in the vicinity of borehole 4 and 9.

4.3.2 Steady State Calibration Results

Heads at the steady state model boundary were estimated
based on the transmissivities of field C. At first, the
initial estimates obtained by kriging were improved keeping
the transmissivities fixed. In a final run, these transmiss-
ivities were allowed to change with results shown in Fig.
4.7d (field D). The residuals between computed and observed
heads at the eight boreholes (Fig. 4.6a) were 2 cm for the
mean with a maximum residual of 6 cm at borehole 6. The flow
rate to the drift was predicted to be within about 3. The
computed flow field is shown in Fig. 4.6b.
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4.4 Validation Runs

Lack of time prevented a direct validation of the
method with tracer tests for release at boreholes 4, 5 and
11, but the breakthrough of tracer for the 4-6 dipole tracer
test was performed for the three sets of head and
transmissivity values which came out of the inverse modeling
exercise. The tracer migration test was simulated by means
of a particle tracking algorithm (von Kaenel, 1989).
Injecting at borehole 4 and pumping at borehole 6, four
different steady state flow fields were computed based on
the four transmissivity distributions generated by the
inverse analysis. Effective thicknesses were computed for
each field and element according to the cubic law assuming a
factor CT = 0.5. Two hundred particles were released and
captured at borehole 6 with the breakthrough statistics
shown in Fig. 4.8 and summarized in Table 2.1. Except for
the curve generated by use of field D (borehole 6 analysis)
the computed arrival time distributions exhibit a similar
shape as observed in the experiment. Because of the linear
dependence between factor CT and arrival time those factors
which fit each curve best can be readily estimated. While
the "field A"-curve already fits quite well the
observations,"field C and D" data would agree at best for CT
of approximately 0.4 (note that the "true" value of CT used
to generate the synthetic data was 0.823).

4.5 Conclusions - ETH Project Team

An inverse methodology has been implemented to deal
with steady state and transient hydraulic tests for Test
Case 6. Methods which have not been routinely used for
parameterization of the aquifer properties, such as the
pilot point method for transmissivity or dynamic zonation to
estimate prescribed head at model boundaries have been
tested to yield a reproduction of the real (synthetic)
system. As a first application, the steady-state base case
and three of the transient borehole tests have been
analyzed. Very encouraging results related to head and flux
comparisons provide a local calibration of the model.
Finally, the estimated parameters has been verified and
validated by means of the dipole transport data. However,
it became evident in this study that the analysis of several
test independently was not able to provide a unique solution
of the inverse problem. A systematic analysis of the
hydraulic tests incorporating the increasing knowledge on
the model parameters via prior information was required to
overcome this problem. Transmissivities from Field D are
compared with the actual synthetic data in Section 6.
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5. MODELING RESULTS - CNWRA PROJECT TEAM

5.1 Modeling Purpose

The purpose of this effort was to demonstrate the use
of inverse modeling techniques to identify the hydraulic

; parameters and structure for the prototype system. Lack of
time did not permit actual calculations of tracer break-
through results, but the transmissivity field resulting from
this study will be compared to those estimated from the
other studies and also the prototype data.

5.2 Choice of Models

The effort was focused on performing parameter
estimation studies for a small suite of transient flow
models of the synthetic site using a ground water flow
inverse modeling program (Wittmeyer, 1990). This inverse
program was based on the program INVERT II (Carrera, 1984)
for Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation of model parameters
for steady and transient confined flow. Major modifications
were made to INVERT II to incorporate unconfined and
confined flow and to accommodate the use of statistically
robust error criteria. The results provided here are
preliminary in nature.

5.3 Model Calibration

The statistical and computational methods used in the
inverse program used to estimate model parameters are
described in detail in Wittmeyer (1990), Carrera and Neuman
(1986), Carrera (1984) and Neuman and Yakowitz (1979). The
general approach used considers the model's hydraulic
parameters to be deterministic quantities whose estimates
are random variables due to measurement errors in the data
and uncertainty in the structure of the model. This is in
contrast with the geostatistical approach advocated by
Kitanidis and Vomvoris (1983), Dagan (1985) and others in
which the model parameters or, more precisely, the aquifer
properties so represented are assumed to be a realization of
a stochastic process.

5.3.1 General Approach

The parameter estimation procedure is a multi-step,
iterative process whose primary steps are outlined below:

1. Develop a conceptual model of the hydrologic regime.

2. Construct a finite element mesh which incorporates and
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accurately locates the salient features of the flow
system identified in step 1.

3. Develop a hypothesis regarding the statistical proper-
ties of both the data errors and model structure errors
and construct the appropriate error criterion measuring
the departure of the model results from the observed
data.

4. For the chosen model structure, hypothesized error
structure and given data, determine the set of model
parameters for which the error criterion is a minimum.

5. Perform a post-optimal statistical and sensitivity
analysis and, if deemed necessary, revise the parameter
structure of the model.

5.3.2 Specific Approach for Test Case 6

It was assumed that flow in the vertical fracture
system could be modeled by Eq.2.2. Since the effective
aperture of the fracture system was unknown, the conductive
properties were assumed to be captured by an effective
fracture transmissivity (fracture hydraulic conductivity
times fracture aperture). For Test Case 6, the available
hydraulic data were generated by the near field flow model
and all measurements of drawdown were located within a
radius of 16 meters from the center of the experimental
drift. The finite element mesh, Fig. 5.1, constructed for
this inverse study is centered on the experimental drift and
extends 20 meters above, below, left and right of the center
of the drift. This 1600 square meter flow domain was
divided into 400 equal sized quadrilateral elements, each of
which is in turn subdivided into 2 triangular elements.
Linear basis functions defined over each triangular element
were used in the finite element assemblage procedure.

In order to formulate the flow model in terms of
hydraulic head, the initial heads must be known at every
node in the mesh. In Test Case 6, the initial heads are the
steady-state heads which can be obtained only by calibrating
the steady-state model. Thus it appears that the logical
choice was to reformulate the flow equation in terms of
drawdown. However, the choice of using either hydraulic head
or drawdown as the state variable upon which the model was
calibrated posed a dilemma. On the one hand, if drawdown
was chosen as the state variable, then the external
boundaries could be treated as homogeneous Dirichlet
conditions provided they were sufficiently far from the
boreholes to be unaffected by extraction or injection from
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the open boreholes. On the other hand, at the boundary of
the drift the hydraulic head is equal to the elevation above
the datum since the pressure at the walls of the drift
remains atmospheric at all times. Thus, drawdown could not
be specified at the drift because the initial hydraulic head
was unknown. It was decided to specify zero drawdown at the
8 nodes on the perimeter of the 4-element patch covering the
drift location, although this is clearly an additional
source of error.

The locations of the test boreholes were not necessari-
ly coincident with any of the 441 nodes in the finite
element mesh. Values of drawdown or head at the boreholes
were calculated from the Galerkin expansion by evaluating
the basis functions defined on the element containing the
borehole at the borehole coordinates.

The time domain was discretized using a mixed-implicit
first-order finite difference method. In all cases the
k+lth time step was given a weight of 0.57 and the kth time
step given a weight of 0.43 to ensure stability. Each
interval between observation times is divided into an
integral number of computational time-steps. At early
measurement times the size of the computational time steps
were relatively small, however, the size of the time steps
were allowed to increase at later measurement times.

Inasmuch as Test Case 6 was a synthetic problem and the
hydraulic data were free of measurement error, the sole
source of error is due to model structure. These model
structure errors are of several types: 1) Numerical error
due to insufficient discretization in space and time; 2)
Errors due to failure to capture the salient features of the
flow domain; 3) Errors due to incorrect parameterization of
the transmissive and storage properties of the fracture
system, improper type and location of boundary conditions
and incorrect initial conditions; and 4) Improper choice of
the governing flow equation. It is difficult to make any
strong arguments regarding the statistical nature of the
model structure errors described above since each has no
apparent underlying random mechanism. It was assumed
instead that the combined effect of these and other,
unspecified, errors is the addition of a Gaussian error to
the measured drawdown data. Use of the maximum likelihood
estimation method under this assumption of jointly Gaussian
measurement errors results in a least squares type error
criterion.

Within each quadrilateral element the areally defined
properties of the model were constant, hence the transmissi-
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vity and storage coefficient structure of the model were
readily parameterized by defining clusters of elements
having the same properties. In the absence of prior
information about the spatial structure of the transmissiv-
ity of the fracture zone, the parameterization of the flow
model's transmissivity field must be wholly based on the
relative locations of adjacent boreholes. For Test Case 6
it is believed that the highest resolution transmissivity
parameterization which can be justified based on the number
and location of the boreholes in which there are interfer-
ence test data is that shown in Fig. 5.1. As can be seen in
Figure 5.1, there are 7 small transmissivity zones in
proximity to the experimental drift surrounded by a single
transmissivity zone which extends to the boundary of the
mesh.

5.3.3 Results of Parameter Estimation

The drawdown data test consists of seven separate
"pump" tests in which a single borehole was opened to
atmospheric pressure, the flowrate into or out of the open
borehole measured and the drawdown recorded in two or more
closed boreholes. Each of the seven tests was used
separately to estimate one or more of the transmissivity
zone values. For the set of inverse studies described here,
the storage coefficient throughout the flow domain was fixed
at a constant value of 1.0 x 10-6 (dimensionless) which is
somewhat larger than a storage coefficient value based on
the specific storage due to compressibility of water,
approximately l.Ox10-7 m 1.

The inverse runs were conducted in stages starting with
the interference test data recorded when borehole 4 (BH4)
was opened to atmospheric pressure. From the test in BH4
transmissivities were estimated in zones 2, 3, 4 and 5 which
contain BH4, BH9, BH9 and BH7, respectively. Transmissivity
was set to a constant value of l.0x10-6 m2/s in zones 1, 6, 7
and 8. Estimates of transmissivity from test BH4 for zones
2, 3, 4 and 5 were used as initial values or fixed values
for the inverse run using the data from test BH6. This
staged procedure was also used for tests in BH7, BH5, BH8,
BH9 and BH10 with zone 1 kept constant at l.Ox10 6 2/s. The
computed values of transmissivity are shown in Table 5.1 in
which those parameter zones whose transmissivity values
remain fixed during the estimation procedure are indicated
by the shaded table entries.
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TABLE 5.1.
Estimated Transmissivities - Single borehole optimization

Zone Test BH4 Test BH6 JTest BH7 Test BH7 Test BH8 Test BH9 ITest BH9
.. ~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ...... ......... ...... 

1 O-,; l.OE-6 1.OE-6 1.OE- .OE 1. OE-6 1.OE-6

2 4.03E-6 4.03E-6 4.19E-6 4. 19E-6 4.19E-6: 2.91E-6 2.9 1E6;
~~~~~~~~~~~. .. ::.::. . :..::

3 5.38E-7 2.69E-7 7.86E-7 7.:86E 7 1.02E-6 2.74E-7 2.74E-7'7I

4 l.09E-8 1.03E-7 1.14E-7 01.14E-7 1.18E-7 4.5E-8 4. 5H"'E-8
: S :: E: E .D ..i !.: iE id i .......~~~~~~~~~~. ......... ... i ... .. :i.. ....:

5 9.11E-8 4.02E-8 5.70E-8 .70E-8 6.20E-8 1.14E-7 ;:1.14E-7

6 l.OE-6 8.95E-7 6.12E-7 5.35E-7 1.21E-6 l.-6 -6 1.21E-6

7 '1.4E-6 ' .O- 9.74E-8 9.74E -80 '9.:38E, 9.38E-6

8 '1'ti.OEt-6"'' l.'1'OE-6 il.*OE-6,:i: 1.46E-6 0',',146E .46E-6 .6E 1.46E
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Additional inverse runs were conducted to estimate the
transmissivity in zone 1 while holding the estimates for
zones 2 through 8 fixed at the values shown in last column
of Table 5.1. These results are shown in the first two
columns of Table 5.2 which correspond to the interference
tests BH4 and BH5. Two final inverse runs were conducted
using the data from BH6 and BH7 in which all 8 transmissiv-
ity zones were simultaneously estimated. The results of the
two final runs are shown in the last two columns of
Table 5.2.

TABLE 5.2
Estimated Transmissivities - Simultaneous estimation

from Borehole 6 and 7 tests

Transmissivity Test BH4' Test BH5' Test BH6' Test BH7'
Zone I... 

1 8.660E-07 4.947E-06 7.109E-07 1.150E-06

2 -2909E-06: t.-.2.909E-067'I 2.838E-06 3.046E-06
,l .. i 7 ..7. anti... ,.,.- .. E .R... .. i ri .

3 2.739E-07 2.739E-07: 2.483E-07 2.520E-07

4 4.9 E.08& 4.496E-0- 6.696E-08 7.115E-07

5 l1142E-07 1:42E-7- 1.016E-07 1.479E-07
- ..E E. i ..i i S ... i. i ..E ,5 .. . ..E .. Ei. -.....

6 5~3E-O7 5.351E-'.07.,.:: 1.835E-06 9.790E-07

7 9.739E-8 -9-.739E-06-: 1.092E-06 1.237E-07
- O6..... .... . .6-E . ... .E .... 0

8 .0:: --:60E.'06t, t-.''0406" I . >t 1.477E-06 ................. 1.487E-06

A post optimal statistical or sensitivity analysis was
not performed for this phase of Test Case 6. Moreover,
owing to the obvious inadequacies of the model caused by the
treatment of the experimental drift, it is doubtful that an
in-depth statistical analysis would be meaningful or provide
additional insight. However, a sensitivity analysis might
be helpful for identifying the pumping tests which provide
the greatest amount of information for identifying specific
transmissivity zones.

5.4 Conclusions and Recommendations

The study of Test Case 6 is not complete so it is
difficult to assess the quality of the results in any
meaningful way. Transmissivity values calculated in this
section are compared to other estimates and the prototype
data in Section 6, however.
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Two major problems arose during this study which merit
further attention. First, this case emphasizes the
importance of being able to locate and determine appropriate
boundary conditions for any modeling study. Second, this
Test Case pointed out the difficulty of designing a
meaningful, consistent procedure for inverting data obtained
from non-sequential, independent pumping tests within the
context of a formal inverse modeling procedure.

Estimated values of transmissivities in some of the
zones are compared to the actual synthetic transmissivities
in Section 6.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Several of the objectives of this INTRAVAL problem were
met, despite the fact that only the USNRC team was able to
complete the demonstration of tracer breakthrough for the
validation experiments. Synthetic "data" were collected and
interpreted by means of simulated hydraulic and tracer test
methods. The interpreted parameters were then used to
predict the outcome of simulated tracer migration experi-
ments. Several different methods of interpreting the data
were tried, and the question of whether more sophisticated
models could provide better results was explored. The
project teams also demonstrated the improvement in model
validation with additional data. This section summarizes
the results of the Project Teams, compares results wherever
possible, and recommends the future direction for synthetic
experiments in the context of INTRAVAL.

6.1 Summary of Results from Project Teams

6.1.1 USNRC Project Team

The NRC project team demonstrated validation with
several models:

a. Potential flow model - In this approach, the velocity
field was computed strictly on the basis of the
measured flow at boreholes and tunnels, superimposed on
a regional flow. Dipole tracer tests were used to
estimate the assumed fixed value of effective fracture
thickness and dispersivity. The model could not take
into account the transient borehole data, and had to
assume homogeneous, isotropic transmissivity and
fracture thickness. Nevertheless, the results of the
modeling were credible, and in some cases better than
the results of models much more complicated.

b. Finite difference model with kriged transmissivity and
head - In this approach, the transient borehole data
were analyzed with single hole and cross hole methods
to estimate transmissivity and storage coefficient.
Kriging was then used to interpolate the interpreted
transmissivities and measured heads to the computation-
al area. A steady state finite difference model was
then used to calculate heads and fluxes within the
computational field, using the kriged transmissivities
and setting the head boundaries with the kriged heads.
Dipole tracer tests were used to estimate the effective
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thickness and dispersivity for the model. In this
case, the NRC team took advantage of the given knowl-
edge that the transmissivity and effective thickness
were related by the cubic law. Results of this
analysis were quite good. Tracer breakthrough between
boreholes 4 and 9 was very close to the measured
breakthrough, especially when data from three addition-
al boreholes were included in the analysis. Tracer
breakthrough for release at borehole 5 was incorrectly
simulated with the original data, but was quite good
when the additional data were added. In neither case,
however, could the dipole tracer test between boreholes
9 and 7 be correctly simulated.

c. Finite difference model with conditional simulation -
This approach was an extension of the kriging model,
but used conditional simulation for non-smooth interpo-
lation of the transmissivity field. Two hundred
realizations of the transmissivity field were generated
and conditioned to the interpreted transmissivity data.
The finite difference model was run with the 200
realizations to generate heads and experimental drift
inflow. The 200 realizations were then ranked accord-
ing to how close the observed borehole heads and drift
inflows came to the measured values. The rank of the
realization corresponded quite well to the rank of a
performance measure based on the fraction of tracer
breakthrough between boreholes 4 and 9. The best three
realizations were run for the borehole 4 to 9 release
case, and proved to be worse than the kriging model
results. The comparison actually deteriorated when
data from the three additional boreholes were included
in the conditional simulation.

d. Zoned Transmissivities - In this approach, the modeler
used a trial and error method to estimate the values of
transmissivities in 8 zones. The criterion for
adjustment of transmissivity was agreement of measured
and calculated heads at the boreholes. The modeler was
able to capture some of the gross features of the
actual transmissivity head, and had limited success in
calculating tracer breakthrough for the 4-6 dipole test
and the 5-drift tracer test.

6.1.2 ETH Project Team

The ETH project team used a finite element model and a
sophisticated inverse modeling approach which employed the
maximum likelihood method for the adjustment of head along
the boundaries of the computational field and the values of
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transmissivity at the boreholes and "pilot points". The
heads and transmissivities were adjusted iteratively, using
an objective functions based on residual heads and flow
rates, and a plausibility criterion based on interpreted
values of transmissivity, storage coefficient and boundary
conditions. Transmissivity and head fields were generated
from three individual transient borehole tests. The three
head and transmissivity fields were coupled to each other by
considering the results of each to be prior information in
the minimization algorithm. Although each head and
transmissivity field was able to simulate the transient
tests quite well, there were still substantial differences
between these fields. A steady state transmissivity and
head field was then estimated using the results of the
transient runs as prior information.

The four different transmissivity fields were then used
to simulate the dipole tracer test between boreholes 4 and
6. This test was simulated well by all four fields, but
each required a different value of the fracture effective
thickness parameter to match the measured breakthrough data.
Lack of time prevented simulation of any of the other
breakthrough curves. The shape of the simulated and
measured breakthrough curves for the dipole tracer test were
very similar in the ETH analysis, indicating that this
technique would be useful for simulating the validation
experiments.

6.1.3 CNWRA Project Team

The CNWRA team also used a maximum likelihood approach
with a finite element model to adjust the transmissivity in
8 zones using the transient borehole data. Transmissivities
were calculated for the zones closest to each open borehole,
holding the transmissivities for the other zones constant
for that run. The objective function for the minimization
was agreement of measured and calculated transient
drawdowns. An additional estimate was calculated using the
transient data from boreholes 6 and 7 in which all 8
transmissivity zones were simultaneously estimated for each
transient test. Lack of time prevented actual use of the
estimated transmissivity fields in predicting tracer
breakthrough results.

6.2 Comparison of Parameter Estimates

The Synthetic Migration Experiment allows a unique
opportunity to assess the validation results in terms of a
"Post Mortem" analysis of the synthetic data; i.e., how well
did the validation exercises predict the actual head and
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transmissivity fields, and to what extent did the deviation
of the actual and predicted fields play in the error in the
tracer breakthrough comparisons?

Figures 2.4 and 2.5 present the transmissivity and head
fields for the actual synthetic data in the GRIM2 subarea.
The head field is shown for the "validation" case with the
injection and measurement borehole flows specified. The
transmissivity data could not be represented meaningfully as
a contour plot for the 673 by 513 points because of its
highly variable nature. These figures have been arithmeti-
cally averaged to a grid of 85 by 65, therefore representing
measurements on a scale a factor of 8 larger than the finest
resolution. Even with this degree of smoothing, the
transmissivity field is still very irregular. The head
field is much smoother.

Figure 2.4 can be compared to estimated transmissivit-
ies in Figs. 3.6, 3.14, 3.15, 4.7 and Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
In order to simplify the comparisons, Figure 6.1 presents
only a few of the transmissivity contours for the synthetic
data, NRC kriging model and the ETH "Field D' model.

In order to compare the transmissivity results for the
NRC zoned model and the CNWRA model, Fig. 6.2 illustrates
the transmissivities for several of the models along the
line y = -5m (chosen because it went through many of the
zones in the NRC zoned model and the CNWRA model).

6.3 Potential Shortcomings of Test Case 6

The most serious shortcomings of this INTRAVAL exercise
were;

1. None of the simulated measurements included measurement
error or noise. Such experimental errors might have
complicated the interpretation of the results greatly.
Adding noise to the data was considered for a later
step of the INTRAVAL problem, had it continued.

2. The transient model for generating the synthetic heads
and flows by simulating transient flow rates at
boreholes and responses at monitoring boreholes was
deficient in several respects:

a. The model used a regular grid with fixed head or
no-flow boundaries with an area only 22 by 30
meters. There were substantial effects of the
boundaries on the flows and head responses after
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only a few tens of simulated seconds. Therefore,
long term drawdown, i.e, for a period of hours as
was performed at the real Grimsel site was not
feasible.

b. The transient simulator used to calculate the
simulated transient test was inefficient, and took
excessive computer time.

The transient model could have been improved greatly by
using an more-efficient algorithm for convergence; e.g., a
preconditioned conjugate gradient method rather than
alternating direction implicit method. The effects of
boundaries of the GRIM2 area on the interference tests could
have been eliminated by expanding the computed area; the
most reasonable approach would have been to have a variable
grid spacing outside of the immediate zone, with the
computational boundaries far from the flowing and monitoring
boreholes.

6.4 Recommendations

While the comparisons in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 are not
conclusive, they illustrate the major differences between
predicted and actual transmissivities, even for those fields
that gave reasonable simulations of the breakthrough curves.
In particular, it was generally possible in the cases of the
inverse solutions to get very good minimization of the
objective functions by adjusting the transmissivity values
and the boundary conditions for head, yet still get
incorrect values of transmissivity and fracture thickness
parameter. In the ETH case, there was also very good
agreement both quantitatively and qualitatively for the
dipole tracer experiment.

The inverse methods used in Test Case 6 have mostly
been used in hydrologic and water-supply applications rather
than transport modeling. Had time permitted, these inverse
models should have been more thoroughly applied to the
transport validation experiments in order to determine their
effectiveness in estimating parameters for transport
calculations. Alternatively, inverse methods specifically
geared to using actual tracer transport information should
have been attempted.

The Pilot Team originally planned to extend the
synthetic experiment into Phase 2 of INTRAVAL to investigate
sorptive transport and matrix diffusion, and further inverse
solution techniques. While the synthetic experiment per se
will not continue, lessons learned from the Phase 1
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experience would be useful for Phase 2. One of the most
obvious extensions would be to generate synthetic experi-
ments based on the Phase 2 test cases in order to test the
efficacy of the site investigation methods and interpreta-
tion techniques. In this regard, the USNRC and its
contractor CNWRA are developing a highly detailed three
dimensional synthetic reality for the Las Cruces trench
site. In principle, the CNWRA model could serve as a
synthetic reality, and data collected from it by simulating
stress or laboratory sampling. The ideas developed in Test
Case 6 could then be applied to validating models based on
the synthetic data.
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Figure 3.1 - Regional analysis for use in determining background
velocities for potential flow solutions
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Figure 3.2 - Dipole tracer tests between boreholes 9 and 7.
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Figure 3.3 - Dipole tracer test between boreholes 4 and 6
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Figure 3.5 - Measured and modeled breakthrough curves for release
at borehole 11
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Figure 3.6 - Kriged logl0 transmissivity, m 2/s
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Figure 3.7 - Kriged Pressure (head minus elevation), m
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Figure 3.8 - Calibration run for 4-6 dipole, kriging model. Effect
of fracture thickness parameter and dispersivity
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Figure 3.9 - Modeled and predicted tracer breakthrough release at
borehole 4, collected at borehole 9, kriging and conditional
simulation models
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Figure 3.10 - Breakthrough curves for release at borehole 4,
collected at borehole 9. Kriging and conditional simulation models
showing effect of data from three additional boreholes
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Figure 3.11 - Modeled and predicted tracer breakthrough
releases at borehole 5 collected at experimental drift.
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Figure 3.12 - Calculated heads from finite difference model using

kriged transmissivities and kriged boundary heads w
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Figure 3.13 - Correlation for rank of breakthrough fraction and
rank of realization for conditional simulation analysis.
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Figure 3.14 -Transmissivity for zoned model -Original case
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Figure 3.15- Transmissivity for zoned model M Iodified case
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Fig. 4.1: Finite element mesh for the steady state base case

Fig. 4.2: Mesh refinement for borehole 4
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Figure 6.1 - Comparison of transmissivity for
synthetic data, NRC kriging model (with data
from boreholes A, B and C) and ETH model (field D)
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Figure 6.2 - Transmissivities along line y = -5 m, for synthetic
data and model estimates
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